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The Universal Construction Model™ or UCM™
is an integration platform-as-a-service
designed to act as an extension in the cloud
for multiple, popular construction accounting
systems. Whether the Construction ERP exists
as an on-premises solution or natively in the

cloud, the UCM uniﬁes the business logic and
data structure. This means integrating with the
UCM once, Independent Software Vendors
(ISVs) can integrate with all of the Construction
ERPs simultaneously.

The Universal Construction Model extends the connections to popular
Construction ERPs allowing ISVs to integrate quickly to multiple ERPs.
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With the UCM, Construction
ERPs gain a unified integration
platform that greatly
decreases the cost and
complexity of integration. The
UCM is used today by
thousands of customers to
extend their Construction ERPs
into the cloud and provide
robust integration with custom
ISV solutions. The UCM
connects with a host of the
most popular construction
ERPs that are on the market
today including Sage CRE,
Viewpoint, Foundation and
many more.

The UCM uses a Build it Once™
paradigm to ensure that
third-party solutions only have
to build a single integration
with the UCM and they gain
robust integration with all
Construction ERPs. Instead of
learning the entity model,
business logic, and deal with
the quirks and limitations of
each individual ERP, the ISV
can simply build their
integration to the UCM using
the comprehensive framework
of APIs included with the UCM.

Customers of our supported
ERPs benefit from the UCM by
having the most popular ISV
solutions already integrated.
ERP customers may also
leverage the UCM to build
custom integrations with all the
proprietary software that they
use in-house to run their
business. Because the UCM
uses industry standard API
protocols, it may be used in
conjunction with other
integration platforms such as
Dell® Boomi® or Zapier®.

www.universalconstructionmodel.com

How does the Universal Construction Model Work?
The Universal Construction Integration Client is

Once in the cloud, the construction ERP data is

installed directly on the customer’s ERP

then kept in a private Microsoft® SQL Server®

accounting server. It synchronizes a curated list of

database and can be securely accessed by

entities and ﬁelds from the ERP, such as

REST-based APIs. When data is changed, whether

Employees, Jobs, or GL Accounts to the UCM in the

by hh2 Cloud Services’ end user solutions or by

cloud. It makes use of advanced techniques like

using solutions provided by ISVs such as Procore,

data ﬁngerprinting to ensure only data that is out of

changes are sent down to the Integration Client

sync with the UCM will be sent. All communication

and pushed into the Sage Construction ERP. In

between the Integration Client on the customer’s

most cases, the changes are immediately read

site and the UCM in the cloud in encrypted. When

back out of the ERP to ensure the change was

the Integration Client detects that data has

successful. A message is sent to the UCM

changed in the Sage Construction ERP, it updates

reporting success or failure, where the results can

the UCM in the Cloud.

be accessed via API.
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Contact us today to see the benefits you will receive using the Universal Construction Model.

For More Information Call

1-877-442-9327

